A1 American has strategically partnered with the leading dispenser creators to offer you and your guests the very best array of style and functionality choices available.
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MOSAIC was designed and developed for use exclusively in boutique 3-star and luxury 4 and 5 diamond guest rooms.

It is our belief that an elegant and sophisticated dispenser system is increasingly important to luxury hotels needing to be proactive in reducing waste and operational costs.

We also believe the dispenser, and the product within, need to work in the best interests of the property and its valued guests. With this in mind, MOSAIC is uniquely customizable.
WHAT MAKES MOSAIC UNIQUE

Bathroom Fixture, not a bottle & bracket attachment
Meaningful environmental advantages
Manufactured in North America
Hi-resolution digital printing
No plastic shrink wrap
No paper stickers
No decals
Customizable
Ease of Installation
Ease of Cleaning and Maintenance
Robust proprietary pump
Eastman Tritan Copolyester Material
Warranty
THE FREEDOM OF CUSTOMIZATION
EASE OF USE — OPEN REFILLABLE SYSTEM

Compact Design
Dimensions: 5.1" x 2.2" x 5.3"
Capacity: 19 oz / 570 mL

Fluid Indicator
For easy viewing of liquid level inside and when to replenish.

Quick Refill
Large lid opening allows for an easy refill of the vessel.

Tamper Proof Lock
Safeguards dispenser contents – and your guests experience.

Specialized Security Key
Fits into the bottom of dispenser surround and releases vessel.

Easy Removal
Collar serves as a handle for effortless removal.

Thank you for your interest.

For more information contact us at 833.205.2200 or visit A1americangroup.com
Go Green with Our Innovative Dispensers

EcoEclipse is an eco-friendly 8oz shower dispenser that delivers up to 60% cost savings. It’s currently used in over 140,000 hotel rooms and thousands of spas to reduce bottle waste & deliver better guest experiences.
With 140,000 in use in over 12,000 properties our EcoEclipse shower & vanity dispensers are time-tested products that deliver up to 60% annual cost savings & help support your properties “green” initiatives. Both triple-unit & single-unit dispensers provide an elegant look, are available in multiple color combinations and can be customized with your logo.

Fill them with one of our branded liquids (Body Eclipse, Pure Fiji or J Beverly Hills, Sciote), a custom private label formula we develop together or use your favorite liquids brand. Your guests & your staff will absolutely love this dispenser.

**Eco-friendly:** Each dispenser keeps 1,000 in-room bottles out of the landfill annually, and guests will appreciate your environmental leadership.

**Cost-Effective:** EcoEclipse triple unit & single dispensers are less expensive to purchase than traditional in-room bottles, with cost savings up to 60%.

**Easy to Maintain:** Dispensers are made with mold-resistant plastic to reduce residue build-up, and are easy to refill which reduces maintenance time.

**Customizable:** Multiple color, finish & bottle options to match any in-room design, and all bottles can be custom private labeled with your logo.

---

### Dispenser Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dispenser Sizes</th>
<th>Single Bottle Bracket</th>
<th>Triple Bottle Bracket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 3/4&quot;L x 3 1/4&quot;W x 7&quot;H (2 screw holes)</td>
<td>0.35 lbs.</td>
<td>7 7/8&quot;L x 3 1/4&quot;W x 7&quot;H (4 screw holes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Product Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bottle Release Tool</td>
<td>159064</td>
<td>$1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED Key Light</td>
<td>159068</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EcoEclipse for Private Label

- Bottle Colors
  - Amber: 15006-008001
  - Black: 25006-155004
  - Clear: 15006-005001
  - Frosted: 25006-005001
  - White: 15006-025004

- Bracket Colors
  - Also available in 50+ custom colors

24-415 Pump Tops

- White: 15202-0401
- Natural: 15200-0401
- Black: 15204-0401

- Prices vary.

Silver Painted Bottle with Viewing Window

- Enables full private label customization while also providing a view window to alert housekeeping staff that it's time to refill
- Eliminates early refilling which reduces housekeeping labor costs
- Prevents empty bottles

Bracket Finishes

- Standard
- Ceramic

Bracket Colors

- White: 159135, 159108
- Black: 159042, 159144
- Cool Gray: 159330, 159310
EcoEclipse for Private Label

For over 25 years, we have helped hotels increase their brand visibility with innovative private label solutions, and we’ve become one of the industry leaders.

• Our time-tested “Private Label Development Process” ensures the highest quality finished product & satisfied customers
• Over $2 million invested in custom silk-screen technology & 4 certified master printers on staff
• Experienced graphic design team that can develop creative & appealing bottle designs to enhance your property
EcoEclipse for Private Label
Customer Testimonials

“Xanterra Parks & Resorts converted our properties to the EcoEclipse shower dispenser with custom bottles that were property specific. It was important to us to offer a domestically manufactured product, reduce our amenity waste, and offer a high-quality lineup of products to our guests.”

Becky Ritter, Purchasing Director

“For over 3 years, EcoClipse has supplied Crystal Mountain Inn with in-room amenities and spa-related products. We’re particularly excited about our EcoEclipse dispensers which are both environmentally-friendly and cost-effective. Guests like the dispensers filled with our signature Crystal Spa liquids, and we merchandise these products in our retail outlets, which is quite profitable.”

Chris MacInnes, General Manager

“Limelight Hotel switched to EcoEclipse shower dispenser line for our in-room amenities. The decision was made from a desire to reduce landfill waste while still providing a superior product to our guests. The Limelight Hotel and our parent, Aspen Skiing Company, take sustainability initiatives seriously, and the EcoEclipse dispenser is an easy way to promote sustainability.”

Aaron Shaffer, General Manager
Thank you for your interest.

For more information contact us at 833.205.2200 or visit A1americangroup.com
Create a dramatic look for your shower amenity program while eliminating individually-packaged bath and shower products.

Available in various sizes and finishes to suit your shower amenity program.

Enhance your Guest experience with the elegantly designed, sustainable, tamper-resistant SOLera™ Dispenser for guest bath amenities.

SOLera™ I – 39134-O3-P Oval or 39134-R3-GK Rectangular

SOLera™ II – 39234-O3-P Oval or 39234-R3-C Rectangular

SOLera™ III – 39334-O3-C Oval or 39334-R3-P Rectangular

SOLera™ III Satin Silver with Rectangular Bottles 39334-R3-GK

SOLera™ III Black with Oval Bottles 39388-O3-WT
Quality your Guests can see and feel.

Your choice of oval 360mL capacity or rectangular 440mL capacity. Choose our standard label designs or customize with beautiful, vibrant labels to tell your brand’s story.

- Satin silver body with stainless steel pumps. Oval (360mL) or rectangular bottles (440mL). 300mL oval bottles are available by special order.
- Black body with black stainless-steel pumps. Oval (360mL) or rectangular bottles (440mL). 300mL oval bottles are available by special order.

EASY TO INSTALL
Our Dispensers install in minutes with double-faced tape and silicone mounting adhesive (included). No tools. No drilling. No wall damage.

EASY TO REFILL
Simply unlock the tamper-resistant bracket and refill the bottles with your choice of bulk A1 American liquids or select the amenity brand of your choice.

EASY TO USE
Guests love the convenience. No more fumbling with tiny bottles. Just press down on the pump and a pre-measured portion of liquid is dispensed. Precisely. Perfectly. Every push.

TAMPER-RESISTANT
Every shower Dispenser comes with a tamper-resistant lock. They can only be opened by housekeeping staff with a special key.

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION
Help eliminate billions of wasted plastic amenity bottles every year. Good for the environment and a cost savings to you.

SUPERIOR QUALITY
Two-year warranty from manufacturing faults. All the parts are replaceable.

Then partner with your choice of A1 American liquids or select the liquid brand and supplier of your choice.
Your choice of Oval 360 mL capacity or Rectangular 440 mL capacity. Featuring stainless steel pumps, adjustable height and matching ABS body. Choose our standard label designs or customize with beautiful, vibrant labels that tell your brand’s story.
Transform your beautiful SOLera™ Dispensers into a completely customized liquid amenity system.

A1 American will work with you to create a completely unique set of designs for your Dispensers that will fit your hotel’s look, feel, and personality. Or if you prefer to create your own artwork, we are happy to supply you with ready-made templates for your in-house graphic design team.

39134-O3-C Satin Silver | 360 mL Oval Bottles Custom Labels

39234-O3-C Satin Silver | 360 mL Oval Bottles Custom Labels

39334-O3-C Satin Silver | 360 mL Oval Bottles Custom Labels

39134-R3-C Satin Silver | 440 mL Rectangular Bottles | Custom Labels

39234-R3-C Satin Silver | 440 mL Rectangular Bottles | Custom Labels

39334-R3-C Satin Silver | 440 mL Rectangular Bottles | Custom Labels

39134-R3-WHT Satin Silver | 440 mL Rectangular Bottles | White Labels

39234-R3-WHT Satin Silver | 440 mL Rectangular Bottles | White Labels

39334-R3-WHT Satin Silver | 440 mL Rectangular Bottles | White Labels
Enhance your Guest experience with the elegantly designed, sustainable, tamper-resistant AVIVA™ Dispenser for guest bath amenities.

Soft curves, elegant lines, stylish luxury. So simple it’s perfect.

Create a dramatic look for your shower amenity program while eliminating individually-packaged bath and shower products.

Available in various sizes and finishes to suit your shower amenity program.

AVIVA™ I – 36134
AVIVA™ II – 36234
AVIVA™ III – 36334

AVIVA™ III – 36334
Satin Silver Translucent Bottles

AVIVA™ III – 37344
Chrome/Satin Silver Solid Bottles
Choose from an array of finishes and styles or customize the faceplate to match your brand or property decor. All finishes available in two and three chamber sizes also.

Then partner with your choice of A1 American liquids or select the liquid brand and supplier of your choice.

EASY TO INSTALL
Our Dispensers install in minutes with double-faced tape and silicone mounting adhesive (included). No tools. No drilling. No wall damage.

EASY TO REFILL
Simply unlock the tamper-resistant lid and refill the chambers with your choice of bulk A1 American liquids or select the amenity brand of your choice.

EASY TO USE
Guests love the convenience. No more fumbling with tiny bottles. Just press the button and a pre-measured portion of liquid is dispensed. Perfectly. Every push.

TAMPER-RESISTANT
Every shower Dispenser comes with a tamper-resistant lock. They can only be opened by housekeeping staff with a special key.

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION
Help eliminate billions of wasted plastic amenity bottles every year. Good for the environment and a cost savings to you.

SUPERIOR QUALITY
AVIVA™ Dispensers use our patented pump system with a lifetime pump warranty. Two-year warranty on all components from manufacturing faults. All the parts are replaceable.
Our tamper-proof AVIVA soap Dispenser helps you create a dramatic new look for your shower amenity program. The exclusivity of AVIVA™ is available in an array of finishes, and can be customized to fit your brand!
Transform your beautiful AVIVA™ Dispenser into a completely customized liquid amenity system.

A1 American will work with you to create a completely unique set of designs for your Dispensers that will fit your hotel’s look, feel, and personality. Or if you prefer to create your own artwork, we are happy to supply you with ready-made templates for your in-house graphic design team.

**Custom Labels**

*37150 AVIVA I*  
Solid White

*37244 AVIVA II*  
Solid Satin Silver Chrome

*37344 AVIVA III*  
Solid Satin Silver Chrome

*37150 AVIVA I*  
Solid White

*37250 AVIVA II*  
Solid White

*37350 AVIVA III*  
Solid White

*37170 AVIVA I*  
Solid Vanilla

*37270 AVIVA II*  
Solid Vanilla

*37370 AVIVA III*  
Solid Vanilla
Enhance your Guest experience with the elegantly designed, sustainable, tamper-resistant iQon™ Dispenser for guest bath amenities.

Create a dramatic look for your shower amenity program while eliminating individually-packaged bath and shower products.

Available in various sizes and finishes to suit your shower amenity program.

As durable and functional as it is beautiful.

- iQon™ I 86154
- iQon™ I 86254
- iQon™ III Satin Silver 86334
- iQon™ III Chrome/Satin Silver 87344

Shown with generic blue labels

Shown with generic black leaf labels
Choose from an array of finishes and styles or customize the faceplate to match your brand or property decor. Then partner with your choice of A1 American liquids or select the liquid brand and supplier of your choice.

**EASY TO INSTALL**
Our Dispensers install in minutes with double-faced tape and silicone mounting adhesive (included). No tools. No drilling. No wall damage.

**EASY TO REFILL**
Simply unlock the tamper-resistant lid and refill the chambers with your choice of bulk A1 American liquids or select the amenity brand of your choice.

**EASY TO USE**
Guests love the convenience. No more fumbling with tiny bottles. Just press the button and a pre-measured portion of liquid is dispensed. Precisely. Perfectly. Every push.

**TAMPER-RESISTANT**
Every shower Dispenser comes with a tamper-resistant lock. They can only be opened by housekeeping staff with a special key.

**SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION**
Help eliminate billions of wasted plastic amenity bottles every year. Good for the environment and a cost savings to you.

**SUPERIOR QUALITY**
iQon™ Dispensers use our patented pump system with a lifetime pump warranty. Two-year warranty on all components from manufacturing faults. All the parts are replaceable.
As durable and functional as it is beautiful.
Enhance your Guest experience with the elegantly designed, sustainable, tamper-resistant iQon™ Dispenser for guest bath amenities.

86134 iQon I
Translucent Satin Silver
Blue Labels

86234 iQon II
Translucent Satin Silver
Blue Labels

86334 iQon III
Translucent Satin Silver
Blue Labels

86144 iQon I
Translucent Chrome
Blue Labels

86244 iQon II
Translucent Chrome
Blue Labels

86134 iQon I
Translucent Satin Silver
Leaf Labels

86234 iQon II
Translucent Satin Silver
Leaf Labels

86334 iQon III
Translucent Satin Silver
Leaf Labels

86344 iQon III
Translucent Chrome
Leaf Labels
Transform your beautiful iQon™ Dispenser into a completely customized liquid amenity system.

A1 American will work with you to create a completely unique set of designs for your Dispensers that will fit your hotel’s look, feel, and personality. Or if you prefer to create your own artwork, we are happy to supply you with ready-made templates for your in-house graphic design team.
iQon™ Liquid Partner Brands
Pamper your Guests with A1 American carefully curated partner brands. Our diverse offering will satisfy every hotel need from economy to luxury, mainstream to boutique.
Our social commitment to the Guest Experience, the Hotelier and the Environment.

Beauty meets sustainability

Guests recognize and appreciate the environmental benefit of reducing single bottle use. Hoteliers appreciate the economic benefit of buying in bulk and only pay for what is used.

Total Guest satisfaction. Convenient and easy to use.

Immediate cost-savings when you stop paying for expensive packaging and waste.

A beautiful sustainable solution to eliminate plastic bottle waste.
Our mission is to be the recognized world leader in providing environmentally-friendly, cost-effective liquid amenity programs to the hospitality industry, by developing ultimate customer loyalty through delivery of superior, individually-created Dispensers, liquids and service.

A beautiful, sustainable solution to the plastic bottle problem.

Guest Satisfaction
Guest’s love the convenience:
• 91% of Guests surveyed say they loved the experience, the number of happy Guests exceeded 97% when the environmental story was added.
• No more fumbling with tiny bottles. Just press the button and a pre-measured portion of liquid is dispensed. Precisely. Perfectly. Every push.
• It’s a win-win for your Guests. They love the convenience, and doing their part to help the environment.

Cost-Savings
Our Hotel Guest Amenities Shower Dispenser system can save you 70% or more of your cost over the same individually packaged amenity program. At only pennies a day, you can reduce your costs immediately and substantially. Here’s how:
• Purchase liquids in bulk,
• Pay for only what your Guests use, not thrown away or taken away,
• Reduce housekeeping time. Instead of daily loading the cart, cleaning the mess and disposing of waste, our Dispensers just need topping up every 30 to 45 days, depending on occupancy
• Reduction in waste disposal costs.

Sustainable Solution
Let us help you with your commitment to reduce the number of small plastic amenity bottles and partly used bars of soap being sent to landfills and from washing up on beaches around the world.
When you switch to the A1 American Shower Liquids System you help to eliminate billions of wasted plastic bottles that must be disposed of annually.
By using our refillable tamper-resistant Dispenser units, you are reducing the carbon footprint and using less natural resources in manufacturing and transportation.

Thank you for your interest.
For more information contact us at 833.205.2200 or visit A1americangroup.com
MAKING SUSTAINABILITY A REALITY

PRODUCT OVERVIEW LOOK BOOK for Pechanga Resort Casino
“Just a few short years ago, without a high-end choice, most luxury properties were hesitant to consider implementing a shampoo dispenser fixture. The patented Amenity Station provides all of the positive attributes of a dispensing system, while not deterring from a property’s design, elegance or from a guest’s luxury experience.”
Last year US hotels alone use **10 BILLION** amenity bottles. That’s enough to stretch around the earth over **20 times**. That’s enough to fill 2,300 Olympic size swimming pools or pack **65,000** hotel rooms floor to ceiling. Just one Aquamenities fixture can take **1,000** bottles out of that equation. Imagine the impact you can make!
Why the “Triple Bottom Line” is Important

People
A socially responsible organization has a positive effect on its people throughout its operations.

Profit
Sustainable solutions deliver a significant measure of corporate profit to the “bottom line”.

Planet
Delivering measurable positive environmental impact to the planet and its people.
WHY SHOULD SUSTAINABLE AMENITIES BE IMPORTANT TO YOU?

**Soft Cost Reduction**
Time savings and product cost savings on guest request for more amenities. Product is always on hand.
10% reduction in Purchase Orders for with bulk amenities.
Longer lasting refillable programs require less po's and planning than mini amenities.
Gallon refill system usually delivers time savings over stocking the carts and storeroom management

**Guest Impression**
Retail size format delivers large marketing footprint for brands
Ability to upgrade the Brand of amenity product for the guest and still have a positive impact to the bottom line

**Delivers Savings to Hotel**
Refillable Products save on average 45-60% over mini amenity programs

**Other Impacts**
Refillable systems do not require costly soap recycling programs or mini plastic bottle recycling

MATCHING YOUR SUSTAINABILITY GOALS

One of the most important principles of our ancestors was to treat the Earth with kindness and to leave it better than you found it. Pechanga Resort Casino is committed to sustainability, and to doing business with companies that do the same. We consistently look for new ways to reduce our environmental impact.
Pechanga is collectively working toward 800 tons of waste diversion in 2020.

See how Pechanga actively works to cut environmental impact in each of its resort areas.
SAVINGS
Immediate Impact to your operational OSE spend budget

GREEN
Each Fixture Save 1,000 bottles each year!

QUICK
Easy and quick change over bottle system

OPTIONS
Fixtures are available in many sizes and styles

UNPARRELELED DESIGN

STYLE
Sleek stainless steel fixture that complements your room design

INSTALLATION
Easy installation with our state of the art proprietary mounting system

SECURITY
Patented, tamper-resistant locking system that only allows staff access to the product

BRANDS
Eco Friendly solutions for your specified amenity brands
**Product Overview**

**Triple Amenity Fixture with 9oz Oval Bottle**

**Specs**
- 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience
- Locking, Tamper Resistant Collar for Easy Refilling and Replacing
- Proprietary Mounting Tape to be used with Silicone Caulking for quick installation. No tools or drilling needed and removable!
- Includes 2 sets of Bottles & Pumps, Keys and Mounting tape
- US Patent #9155428
- Measurements: 8”x1.8”x8”

**Product Finish Options**

**SKU# ASPBVD300-BLK**
Sleek Black PVD Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASPPVD300-GOLD**
Sophisticated Brushed Gold PVD Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASPPVD300-BRONZE**
Contemporary Bronze PVD Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASP300RB**
Subtle Brushed Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASP300**
Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**Product Upgrade Finish Options** (316 Grade Marine Stainless Steel)

**SKU# ASPPVD300-GOLD**
Sophisticated Brushed Gold PVD Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASPPVD300-BRONZE**
Contemporary Bronze PVD Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASPBVD300-BLK**
Sleek Black PVD Stainless Steel Triple 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture
**Triple Amenity Fixture with 9oz Oval Bottle**

Constructed of durable, rust-resistant stainless steel, our fixture compliments your guest room with a thin 1.5” profile that fits smoothly and unobtrusively into your design. Safety and security are achieved with our patented, tamper-resistant locking system that only allows staff access to the product. Two sets of bottles are included with each fixture, so that one is always in the room and one is always full in housekeeping ready to be installed. This item is sold as a set. Each set triple fixture set includes: 1 Fixture, 6 bottles, 6 pumps, locking key, and mounting tape.

**Product Information Pumps**

Our stainless-steel pumps distribute 2ccs of volume through a proprietary valve, limiting extended pumping. Longest Industry Warranty. Size including tube 3cm x 20.5cm

- **Standard Stainless Steel SKU# PUMPSS-STD**
- **PVD Finish Stainless Steel SKU# PUMPSPVD (Black, Bronze, Gold)**

**Product Upgrade Finish Options PVD Information**

316 Stainless Steel Marine Grade Black PVD Fixture

**Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD)** coatings possess a far higher resistance to wear than other coatings. This is a high-quality finish that is stronger and more durable than the competitors powder coat.
Product Overview

**Single Amenity Fixture with 9oz Oval Bottle**

**Specs**
- 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience
- Locking, Tamper Resistant Collar for Easy Refilling and Replacing
- Proprietary Mounting Tape to be used with Silicone Caulking for quick installation. No tools or drilling needed and removable!
- Includes 2 sets of Bottles & Pumps, Keys and Mounting tape
- **Measurements:** 8”x1.8”x3.75”
- SKU# ASP100

**Product Finish Options**

**SKU# ASP100**
- Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Single 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASPBR100**
- Subtle Brushed Stainless Steel Single 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**SKU# ASPVD100**
- Upgrade PVD Stainless Steel Single 9oz Oval Bottle Amenity Fixture

**Product Information**

Single 9oz Fixture in 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience

Constructed of durable, rust-resistant stainless steel, our fixture complements your guest room design with a thin 1.5” profile that fits smoothly and unobtrusively into your design.

Safety and security are achieved with our patented, tamper-resistant locking system that only allows staff access to the product. Two sets of bottles are included with each fixture, so that one is always in the room and one is always full in housekeeping ready to be installed.

This item is sold as a set. Each set single fixture set includes: 1 Fixture, 2 bottles, 2 pumps, locking key, and mounting tape.

**Making Sustainability a Reality**

Single 9oz Fixture in 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience

This product is made from Ocean Plastic, which is sourced from ocean waste and is environmentally friendly.
Double Amenity Fixture with 9oz Oval Bottle

Specs
- 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience
- 316 Stainless Steel for PVD Upgrade Fixtures
- Locking, Tamper Resistant Collar for Easy Refilling and Replacing
- Proprietary Mounting Tape to be used with Silicone Caulking for quick installation. No tools or drilling needed and removable!
- Includes 2 sets of Bottles & Pumps, Keys and Mounting tape
- Measurements: 8”x1.8”x5.25”
- SKU# ASP200

Product Finish Options

Product Information

Double 9oz Fixture in 304 or 316 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience. Constructed of durable, rust-resistant stainless steel, our fixture compliments your guest room design with a thin 1.5” profile that fits smoothly and unobtrusively into your design. Safety and security are achieved with our patented, tamper-resistant locking system that only allows staff access to the product. Two sets of bottles are included with each fixture, so that one is always in the room and one is always full in housekeeping ready to be installed.

This item is sold as a set. Each set double fixture set includes: 1 Fixture, 4 bottles, 4 pumps, locking key, and mounting tape.
Product Overview – Larger Format

**Single Amenity Fixture with 12oz Cylinder Bottle**

**Specs**
- 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience
- Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Single Classic Cylinder 12oz Amenity Fixture. Includes 2 sets of Bottles & Pumps, Keys and Mounting tape.
- Locking, Tamper Resistant Collar for Easy Refilling and Replacing
- Proprietary Mounting Tape to be used with Silicone Caulking for quick installation.
- We recommend drilling to mount larger format fixtures
- Measurements: 9.25"x2.5"x2.5"
- SKU# ASPCYL100

**Product Finish Information**

- **Stocked Finish**
  SKU# ASPCYL100
  Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Single Cylinder Bottle Amenity Fixture

- **Custom Finish**
  SKU# ASPCYL100CUSTOM
  Upgrade PVD 316 Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Single Cylinder Bottle Amenity Fixture
  Lead time of 10—12 weeks
Product Overview – Larger Format

Triple Amenity Fixture with 12oz Cylinder Bottle

Specs
- 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience
- Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Triple Classic Cylinder 12oz Amenity Fixture. Includes 2 sets of Bottles & Pumps, Keys and Mounting tape.
- Locking, Tamper Resistant Collar for Easy Refilling and Replacing
- Proprietary Mounting Tape to be used with Silicone Caulking for quick installation.
- We recommend drilling to mount larger format fixtures
- Measurements: 9.25"x2.5"x7.25"
- SKU# ASPCYL300

Product Finish Information

Stocked Finish
SKU# ASPCYL300
Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Single Cylinder Bottle Amenity Fixture

Custom Finish
SKU# ASPCYL300CUSTOM
Upgrade PVD 316 Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel Single Cylinder Bottle Amenity Fixture
Lead time of 10—12 weeks
Triple Amenity Fixture with 12oz Cylinder Bottle

Specs
- 304 Stainless Steel for a Luxurious Guest Experience
- Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Triple SPA 16oz Amenity Fixture.
- Includes 2 sets of Bottles & Pumps, Keys and Mounting tape.
- Perfect solution for high use applications such as Gyms and Health Clubs
- Locking, Tamper Resistant Collar for Easy Refilling and Replacing
- Proprietary Mounting Tape to be used with Silicone Caulking for quick installation.
- ***This fixture requires drilling***
- Measurements: 9.75"x2.1"x8"
- SKU# ASPSPA300

Product Finish Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stocked Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKU# ASPSPA300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stunning Polished Stainless Steel Single Cylinder Bottle Amenity Fixture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Custom Finish</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKU# ASPSPA300CUSTOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrade PVD 316 Stainless Steel Stainless Steel Single Cylinder Bottle Amenity Fixture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead time of 10—12 weeks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank you for your interest.

For more information contact us at 833.205.2200 or visit A1americangroup.com